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Relevance
“If
If a single motif could capture realities in
today’s world, uncertainty – and the complexity,
which underlies it - would be a likely candidate”

Mehta et al,
al 2001: 1

Method and research questions
 Input from two projects
 “Community Adaptation and Vulnerability in Norway” (NORADAPT),
financed by the Research Council of Norway, NORKLIMA
 A Nationwide climate change vulnerability assessment of physical
infrastr ct re accompanied b
infrastructure
by de
developing
eloping a method on local climate change
adaptation for Norwegian municipalities, financed by the Norwegian
Association of Local and Regional Authorities: KS)

 Research questions
1. How is uncertainty handled in current local climate change adaptation
policymaking?
2. How could the way uncertainties are handled be changed in order to
achieve a more effective policymaking process?
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Theory part I:
How to describe uncertainty
“Interactions within and between processes and systems constantly
generate
t unpredictable
di t bl outcomes
t
and
d surprises;
i
th
the result
lt iis a
world which is inherently less predictable and knowable. In this
context, conventional models which have guided the study of
environment and development interventions, based on notions of
equilibrium and predictability, fail to hold up”
Mehta et al, 2001: 1

Risk and uncertainty
 Risk
 We know what we don’t know, probabilities of outcomes can be
calculated

 Uncertainty
 We don’t know what we don’t know, probabilities of outcomes can
not be calc
calculated
lated
Knight 1921; Douglas 1985

The uncertainty explosion

choice of
effective
adaptation
measures
Schneider 1983; Jones
Schneider,
Jones, 2000; Schneider and Kuntz
Kuntz-Duriseti,
Duriseti 2002

Heiberg et al, 2008

Three dimensions and 10 subcategories of
uncertainty
Focus in the climate discourse?
Dimension 1: Location
Where uncertainty
manifest itself in the model
complex

Dimension 2: Level
Where uncertainty
manifest itself on the
gradual spectrum between
d t
deterministic
i i ti knowledge
k
l d
and total ignorance

Dimension 3: Nature
Whether uncertainty is due
to imperfect knowledge or
inherent variability of the
phenomena
h
being
b i
described

1.1 Ecological

2.1 Total

1.2 Livelihood

2.2 Recognized

3.1 Epistemic
(imperfect knowledge)

1.3 Social/political

2.3 Model
2.4 Scale
2.5 Data

3.2 Variability
(unpredictable nature of
natural and societal
processes)
Mehta et al (1999, 2001), Walker et al (2003), Heiberg et al, 2010

Location of uncertainties


Context uncertainties




Model structure uncertainties




Relating
g to the reference system
y
and the external forces that are driving
g changes
g in the
reference system

Parameter uncertainties




Focus in the climate discourse?

Relating to the conceptual and computer model

Model input uncertainties




Relating to the boundaries of the system to be modelled

R l ti tto th
Relating
the d
data
t and
d th
the methods
th d used
d tto calibrate
lib t th
the model
d l

Model outcome uncertainties


Relating to the accumulated uncertainty associated with the model outcomes of
interest to the decision maker
Walker et al (2003)

Location of uncertainties
 Ecological uncertainties

Focus in the climate discourse?

 Uncertainties embedded in abiota (e.g. the “climate”) and biota (ecosystems)

 Livelihood uncertainties
 Uncertainties relating to the broader ecological, economic and social
processes that create for local livelihoods

 Social and political uncertainties
 Uncertainties relating to changes in socio-political configurations and
multiple forms of political action or development intervention, which can
interact to generate unanticipated outcomes
Mehta et al (1999, 2001)

Level of uncertainties

Focus in the climate discourse?
Walker et al (2003)

Level of uncertainties


Total ignorance




Recognized ignorance




Focus in the climate discourse?

Relating to the climate change, effect and societal change models

Scale uncertainties




Lack of sufficient knowledge allowing to model cause-effect mechanisms

Model uncertainties




The deep level of uncertainty, to the extent that we do not even know that we do not
know

R l ti to
Relating
t the
th downscaling
d
li off the
th climate
li t change,
h
effect
ff t and
d societal
i t l change
h
models
d l

Data uncertainties


Relating to the data needed to run the climate change, effect and societal change
models
Walker et al (2003); Heiberg et al, 2010

Nature of uncertainties
 Epistemic uncertainties

Focus in the climate discourse?

 Due to the imperfection of our knowledge
 May be reduced by more research and empirical efforts

 Variability uncertainties
 Due to elements of chaotic and unpredictable nature of natural and
societal processes and elements of “non rational” behaviour of
humans
 May be identified and described, but not reduced by more research
and empirical efforts
Walker et al (2003)

Theory part II:
How to relate to uncertainty
“In dealing with uncertainty in science or the policy arena
policymakers
li
k
ttypically
i ll consider
id ttwo options:
ti
….The
Th first
fi t option
ti iis tto
reduce the uncertainty through data collection, research, modeling,
simulation, and so forth. This effort is characteristic of normal
scientific study…. However, the daunting uncertainty surrounding
global environmental change and the need to make decisions
before the uncertainty
y is resolved make the first option
p
difficult to
achieve. That leaves policymakers an alternative: to manage
uncertainty rather than master it. Thus, the second option is to
integrate uncertainty into policymaking
policymaking.”
Schneider and Kuntz-Duriseti, 2002: 54

Main decision-making strategies
Attitude towards uncertainty
Applied method in
d ii
decision‐making
ki models
d l

Formal
Mathematical formulated models
developed within a natural or
economic science context

Informal
Non‐mathematical models
developed within a social science
and planning theory context

Predict‐Then‐Act/Top‐down

Reflect‐Then‐Act/Bottom‐up

Wait with adaptation until
uncertainty is reduced into a
“sufficient level” is reached

Reflect on type of uncertainty
present, and then decide on
reducing uncertainty or adapt

The IPCC‐discourse (e.g. climate
models) and national climate
change adaptation policy
approach (using e.g. cost
cost‐benefit
benefit
analysis)

Game‐theory inspired economic
decision‐making models (Stoft,
2010) and models for decision‐
making under uncertainty (e.g.
Böhringer et al, 2002)

Current practice in local climate
change adaptation policy
policy‐making,
making
e.g. within existing framework of
mandatory land‐use planning

Non‐rational decision‐making
models (e
(e.g.
g Elster,
Elster 1982) and
applying the precautionary
principle (e.g. Renn et al, 2003)

Focus in the climate
discourse

Typology inspired by Dessai and van der Sluijs (2007 )
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IPCC and uncertainty: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th
assessment report


The uncertainty quest of the IPCC




Critiques
q
of the First and Second assessment report
p




”to assess th
”t
the state
t t off our understanding
d t di and
d tto judge
j d th
the confidence
fid
with
ith which
hi h we
can make projections of climate change, its impacts and costs and efficacy of
mitigation options” (Moss, 2007:5 – my underlining)

”In the first and second IPCC assessments, little attention was given to systematizing
the process of reaching collective judgments about uncertainties and levels of
confidence, or standardizing the terms used to convey uncertainties and levels of
confidence to decision-maker
decision maker audience
audience” (Moss,
(Moss 2007:5)

Response to these critiques in the Third and Fourth assessment report:


The development of a chapter on uncertainties in the general guidance note prior to
the Third Assessment Report (Moss and Schneider
Schneider, 2000)



A separate guidance note on uncertainty prior to the Fourth Assessment Report
(IPCC, 2005)

Typologies on uncertainty to be used in the 4th
assessment report
 Categories of uncertainties
 Unpredictability, structural uncertainty, value
uncertainty

 Levels
l off understanding
d
di
 Amount of evidence x level of scientific agreement

 Confidence
 Very low  very high

 Probabilities
 Exceptionally unlikely  virtually certain
IPCC, 2005

All about how to
d
describe
ib uncertainty
t i t
(not how to relate to)
and mostly (only?)
applied on ecological
uncertainties

Typology of uncertainty

IPCC (2005)

Typology of levels of understanding

IPCC (2005)

Typology for confidence

Example of application of this typology:

IPCC (2005)

Over the course of this century
century, net carbon
uptake by terrestrial ecosystems is likely to peak
before mid-century and then weaken or even
reverse,11
, thus amplifying
p y g climate change.
g ** N
[high confidence]
Approximately 20-30% of plant and animal
species assessed so far are likely to be at
increased risk of extinction if increases in global
average temperature exceed 1.5-2.5°C. * N
[[medium confidence]]
AR4 WG2 Summary for policymakers p.11

Typology for probabilities

IPCC (2005)

Example of application of this typology:
”Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the mid20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic
greenhouse gas concentrations”

Critiques of the IPCC approach on handling
uncertainties so far
 Do it more frequent…


“The guidance notes is not used to a sufficient degree” (Swart et al, 2009)

 Do it in a different way…


“Knowledge and ecological uncertainties attained too much attention at the expense of
livelihood and social and political uncertainties” (Dessai et al, 2007)



“More focus is needed on uncertainties generated by human actions “(Ekwurzel,
and McCarthy,
McCarthy 2011)

 Do something different...


“Probability-based estimates are a powerful risk-management tool, but can have
serious limitations when applied to a problem such as climate change. To avoid the
pitfalls of probability-based methods, the IPCC should also consider approaches to
decision-making under conditions of uncertainty that do not depend on expert
consensus on probabilities” (Lampert et al, 2004)



“More focus is needed on making uncertainty analysis tailor-made for decision support”
(Moss, 2007)

IPCC and the 5th assessment report: more of the
same?


Relates first of all to the critique that the previous guidance note was not
used to a sufficient degree




“These notes refine background material provided to support the Third and Fourth
Assessment Reports” (IPCC, 2010: 2)

The main task is defined as to provide guidance in communicating the
degree of certainty, in which the guidance note presents yet another
typology:
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The NORADAPT project (1)
 Co-operation between
Vestlandsforsking CICERO,
Vestlandsforsking,
CICERO met.no
met no
and Østlandsforsking
 Lasting from 2006 to 2011 and
involving 8 municipalities
 Developing and testing method on
analysing local climate change
vulnerability and developing local
climate change adaptation strategies
 Follow up the test stage in the
municipalities by means of giving
advice (face-to-face and on-site) and
arranging
i severall working
ki seminars
i

The NORADAPT project (2)
 Collecting data by means of direct observations, structured
i t
interviews,
i
with
ith representatives
t ti
off the
th municipalities
i i liti and
d
document reading
 Questions on uncertainty management
 What categories of climate change related uncertainties have been
addressed by elected representatives and public administration in
the municipality?
 Is climate change related uncertainties experienced in any way
diff
different
t th
than uncertainties
t i ti relating
l ti tto other
th policy
li areas iin llocall
policy-making?

The KS project on physical
infrastructure and climate change


A national assessment of climate change
vulnerability and adaptation options in
physical infrastructure: 1) Land-use
management, 2) Public roads and harbours,
3) Buildings, 4) Water lines and 5) Power and
communication lines



Co-operation between Vestlandsforsking,
SINTEF Bjerknes Centre for Climate
SINTEF,
Research



The results from the project presented on the
official websites of the Norwegian Association
of Local and Regional Authorities (KS) and
the Ministry of Environment

http://www.ks.no/PageFiles/22580/k
limatilpasning
p
g_hefte2012_EV.pdf
p

http://www.regjeringen.no/en/dep/md/kampanjer/engelsk-forside-forklimatilpasning/library/research/vestlandsforskning-omklimatilpasning-i-.html?id=676815

Lesson 1: A constructive cooperation between climate
scientists social scientists and policy makers
scientists,
Climate
scientists
Global climate
change scenario

Local policymaking actors
Identifying potential local
climate change risks

Social
scientists
National societal
change scenario

Ordering customised local
scenarios
Customised local climate
change scenarios

Customised local societal
change scenarios
Producing local and integrated
vulnerability assessments
Developing local adaptation
strategies

Lesson 2: A broad local perspective on the categories
of uncertainties
 Some of the informants say the local debate is limited to ecological
uncertainties and the question if climate is changing,
changing and if climate
change is man-made or not
 Still
Still, many off th
the iinformants
f
t say th
the local
l
ld
debate
b t iis more concerned
d
about livelihood and social and political uncertainties
 Some also reflect on the difference between local and global
uncertainties, and seem to conclude that global uncertainties linked
with implementing global treaties (e.g. WTO) and effects of climate
change
h
on a global
l b l scale
l ((e.g. global
l b l ffood
d security
it and
d ffood
d prices)
i
) are
more decisive for local climate change vulnerability than that of
uncertainties linked with downscaling of local climate scenarios

Lesson 3: Corroboration of the notion of the
uncertainty explosion
explosion”
“uncertainty
Share of informants from the eight NORADAPT municipalities reporting on
what kind of uncertainties that have been discussed among local elected
representatives and public servants

Uncertainties relating to the question:

Share

Is the climate changing?

43 %

Is climate change
g man-made?

43 %

What will be the effects of climate change?

86 %

What will be the consequences on society of
climate change?
What
W
at can
ca the
t e municipality
u c pa ty do in order
o de to adapt to
climate change?

Focus in the public debate

100 %
86 %

Focus in the local debate
among elected
representatives and
public servants

Lesson 4: A biased uncertainty focus creates barriers
for local adaptation
 A dominating focus in the national scientific as well as political
di
discourse
on ecological
l i l uncertainties
t i ti obstruct
b t t local
l
l adaptation
d t ti
strategies to evolve
 ”When the climate scientists are uncertain about their
conclusions, the municipality will maintain uncertain about what
to do”
do (climate change officer)

Lesson 5: An alternative way of presenting
uncertainties in downscaling local climate scenarios
The “bell curve pitfall”
 Presenting the average of an
ensemble of climate
scenarios (from the first
generation free-of-charge web
based downscaling service)

The “block curve”
alternative
 P
Presenting
ti equally
ll probable
b bl
results from an ensemble of
climate scenarios (used in
NORADAPT)

The traditional “bell curve” approach
The official “climate” site of the Norwegian Meteorological institute, The
Norwegian Mapping Authority and The Norwegian Water Resources and
Energy Directorate

The average
result of two
global climate
models

www.senorge.no

The “block curve” alternative
Downscaling climate projections from the KS-project
Example of differences
Expected changes in precipitation from 1961–90 to 2050

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Example of differences
Using a global atmospheric model with 35-50 km resolution (ARPEGE)
(
G ) fed
f with data from
f
four
f
dynamic
global models: ECHAM5/MPI-OM, GFDL CM2.1, HADCM3 CM2.1 and CCSM3 (Miles and Richter, 2011)

Lesson 6: Examples of both Predict-Then-Act and
Reflect-Then-Act
Reflect
Then Act approaches
 The engineer approach (Predict-Then-Act)
 “I need to know the exact increase in extreme event precipitation in
order to decide on new pipe sizes” (a municipal engineer
responsible of waste and surface water management)

 The planner approach (Reflect-Then-Act)
 “I am used
sed to relate to uncertainties
ncertainties – to plan for an uncertain
ncertain
future. Just give me your best shot on what the climate might be in
the future, with all uncertainties explained. Climate change
uncertainties is just as difficult to cope with as uncertainties linked
with other policy areas” (a municipal planner working with land-use
planning)
 “Cli
“Climate
t change
h
uncertainties
t i ti are nor llarger or smaller
ll th
than
uncertainties linked with other policy-areas” (climate change officer)

Lesson 7: A suggested typology for describing climate
change uncertainties in policy
policy-making
making processes

Developed for the Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities (KS).
Numbers indicates distribution of identified major uncertainties when assessing
climate change vulnerabilities on a national scale for physical infrastructure

Level and nature of
uncertainty

”Climate”

Location of uncertainty
”Nature”

”Society”

Total or recognized
ignorance
Model uncertainty
Scale uncertainty
Data uncertainty
http://www.regjeringen.no/upload/MD/Kampanje/klimatilpasning/Bilder/KS/8_Konklusjoner_fra_sluttrapporten.pdf

Aall, 2011

Example of uncertainty mapping for the case of
buildings
“buildings”

Level and nature of
uncertainty

”Climate”

Location of uncertainty
”Nature”

”Society”

Total or recognized
ignorance

Mechanisms that governs Which climate parameters that
extreme wind
governs some categories of
avalanches

Model uncertainty

Distribution of extreme
wind in rough terrain

Scale uncertainty

g
distribution of
Regional
g
((especially
p
y wast‐ Regional
g
((especially
p
y wast‐east)) Regional
expected land‐use alongside
east) distribution of
distribution of flooding
rivers and seaside
precipitation
incidents in small rivers

Data uncertainty

Local historical extreme
precipitation
i it ti data
d t

Some categories of avalanches

Local assessments of dangers of Future development in local
and regional institutional
avalanches
l h under
d currentt
capacity
climate conditions
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Climate change uncertainties: something to
reduce or learn to live with?
 “Uncertainty …needs to be understood not only in terms of
processes and practices in social life and resource use
use, but also
as a concept that can be created and deployed strategically by
different actors”
 “Whether one should attempt to reduce it [uncertainty] or not
should be seen as part of intensely political processes”
Mehta et al, 2001: 8

Four main conclusions
1.

2.

3.

“Uncertainty” is perceived in a more diverse manner by local actors than what seems
to be the case within the IPCC process
p


Focus also on livelihood and social and political uncertainties, not merely ecological uncertainties



Open for a Reflect-Then-Act approach, not merely a Predict-Then-Act approach

The findings from the NORADAPT project support previous critiques of the formalised
approach to uncertainty issue within the IPCC


Uncertainties should be analysed and described in a more diverse way than focusing merely on the
ecological uncertainties linked with the climate system and the ecosystem effects of climate change



The uncertainty debate should concentrate on how to adapt to climate change given current
knowledge about uncertainties (Reflect-Then-Act), and thus try to leave the traditional Predict-ThenAct approach, which tends to paralyze climate change adaptation

It is important to establish institutional links between climate scientists, social
scientists and policy makers


4.

The close co-operation between climate scientists, social scientists and policy makers led to changes
in the way the three actors described, analyzed, communicated and understood uncertainties

Local climate change adaptation: a good candidate for full scale application of the
precautionary
ti
principle?
i i l ?


E.g. should all existing and potential farmland be protected due to the uncertainties and potentially
dramatic consequences linked with global food security?
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